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Purpose
This project will increase communication and understanding about coastal
climate impacts and improve resources for communities.

ANTHC will perform training on improving the capacity of the Local
Environmental Observers (LEO) Network members to perform a range of
coastal observations: monitoring storm-related events, extreme weather,
erosion, flooding, storm surge, ice damage, and effects on wildlife and the
local landscape.
ANTHC would also facilitate communication between the LEO Network and
LCC projects to encourage improved community participation in monitoring,
and surveillance.
Working with our partners at Norton Sound Health Corporation and Kawerak
Inc., ANTHC will select three communities for performing a climate change
assessment.
This information will be beneficial to local and regional governments, the
tribal health system, land managers and community development
organizations, by helping to describe regional impacts, raising awareness, and
identifying how to focus resources on some specific community and regional

Deliverables
Objective 1, Vulnerability Assessment for Bering Strait Communities
• Climate Vulnerability Index
• Climate change in my Community Survey
• Climate and Health Measure (CAHM)
• Regional Climate Change Assessment Report
• Photos of project activities

Objective 2: Training to Improve Community Observations
• Six LEO Network Webinars
• Training – two regional environmental meetings
• Training – Alaska Forum on the Environment, Alaska Tribal Conference on
Environmental Management

Background – evidence of climate change in the Bering Strait Region

Nome has had an
increase of 2.6
degrees over sixty
years.

Temperature: the region is becoming warmer.

Comparing, 1961 – 1990 (gray bar), and 2010 – 2012 (yellow bar),
temperature have increased in every month.

Precipitation: the region is getting wetter.

Comparing 1961 – 1990 (gray bar), and 2010 – 2012 (green bar), precipitation
has increased in ten of twelve months.

Key Questions:
1. What are the impacts of climate change?
2. How do they effect community health?

3. How can communities adapt in ways that encourage wellness?

.

Project Description: the project includes two objectives. 1) conduct vulnerability
assessments for Norton Sound communities.

Aida Cheemuk and Michelle Snowball inspect a coastal erosion feature in St. Michael. Photo by M. Brubaker

Project Description: 2) provide training for the network of Local Environmental Observers
(LEOs), to improve capacity for coastal observations.

Objective 1 Details - Vulnerability Assessment
a. Compile community vulnerability data (CVI) for Bering Strait region
b. Organize advisory and guidance committee
c. Gather community scale information on climate change impacts
d. Conduct three on-site community surveys
e. Summarize information and findings in report for region.

Golovin beach sand. Photo by M. Brubaker

1a. Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI) - A review of available data was performed and
communities were scored based on economic distress, water and sanitation vulnerability,
flood history, and erosion conditions.

The Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI) is a used to score relative vulnerability to impacts such
as flooding and erosion. The CVI is separated into two columns, background data (blue) and
scoring data (gray). The background data helps the assessment team begin to organize
information about the communities and the region. The scoring data is used to develop a
vulnerability prioritization for communities in the region. The scores are limited by the
quality of the available data sources, and the scope of the categories that are included.
Background Data Columns
1. Population: number of people that may be impacted.
2. Contact: name of the point of contact at the tribal council.
3. Biome: as defined either river, lake or coastal.
4. Drainage: river drainages that the community is a part of (if any)
5. Source Water: community source water type (river, lake, groundwater)
6. Harvest Survey: Years surveys were performed by Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
Scoring Data Columns
1. Economic Vulnerability: communities classified by Denali Commission as economically distressed.
Score + 1 if community meets criteria.
2. Water Vulnerability: ADEC has classified of water systems that are vulnerable to climate change.
Score +1 if community is on the list.
3. Flood Vulnerability: USACE flood hazard system. Score +1 if community has experienced previous
flooding.
4. Erosion - The Army Corp of Engineers performed an Alaska Baseline Erosion Assessment in 2010.
“Priority Action” communities are scored +3, “Monitor Conditions” are scored +2, and Minimal
Erosion” are scored +1.

1a. Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI) - Here are the scoring outcomes by level of
vulnerability, 1 highest to 5 lowest.
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1a. community scores continued:

Community

Priority Level 1
Highest

Priority Level 2
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x
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x
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a. Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI) – The following map is based on economic, water and
sanitation, flood, and erosion data available from state and federal surveys. The CVI is
limited to available information for the region and does not consider other climate change
driven mechanisms such as sea level rise, wildfire or drought.

Vulnerability Level
Red – level 1 (highest)
Pink – level 2
Yellow – level 3
Green – level 4
Blue – level 5

1b. Organize advisory and guidance committee

Kevin Zweifel - NSHC

Jennifer Demir - NSHC

Mike Brubaker - ANTHC

Anahma Shannon - Kawerak

1c. In addition to the CVI, a survey was distributed to environmental staff at tribal
governments. The purpose was to help inform the project team on local
perceptions about environmental change, and to identify climate change related
concerns. Completed surveys were received from nine communities.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

St. Michael
Shishmaref
Solomon
Koyuk
Golovin
Brevig Mission
Teller
Nome
Unalakleet

Nome beach gravel. Photo by M. Brubaker

“There just seem to be more extremes. Extreme storms, warmer weather in
the winter with colder weather. Warmer weather in the summer and colder
weather. Things seem off balance.” Victoria Kotongan, Unalakleet

Victoria at Unalakleet beach. Photo by M. Brubaker

Responses: environmental conditions that are “Very Changed”.
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Responses: biological conditions that are “Very Affected”.
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Nome beach gravel. Photo by M. Brubaker
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Responses: community health conditions that are “Very Affected”.
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x
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1d. On-Site Community Surveys: based on the outcome from surveys, and the level of
interest and support expressed by tribal councils, the Advisory Committee invited
communities to participate and receive site visits. Due to the level of interest, the number of
‘focus communities’, was increased from three to seven.

Shishmaref

Teller

White Mountain
Golovin

Unalakleet

Stebbins
St. Michael

Focus communities demonstrated their support of the project through the signing of a
resolution by the traditional council.

Focus Community Site Visit Components:
• Tribal council staff meeting and training (LEO, Community Camera Project)
• Public scoping meeting
• Community gathering event
• Community inspection – vulnerable sites and impacted areas
• Key contact interviews – environment, water, health, subsistence etc.
• Time lapse camera installation.
• In-kind contributions – meeting space, office space, vehicles, staff time etc.
Site Visit Outputs:
• Training of tribal staff
• Powerpoint presentation
• Meeting minutes
• Photographs
• Time lapse camera installation

Nome beach gravel. Photo by M. Brubaker

Site Visits: A public scoping meeting in White Mountain.

Photo by M. Brubaker

Site Visits: heading out to inspect the ice storm damage
to the subsistence camps near Golovin.

Photo by M. Brubaker

Key Topics – White Mountain
• River change – water level, erosion
• Spruce bark beetle
• Snow and ice change
• Extreme rain events
• New species (birds / insects)

Photo by C. Brubaker

Recommendations – White Mountain
• Stream water quality monitoring.
• USFS forest survey.
• Explore management options.
• Observe environmental change (LEO).
• Photo monitor main town site.

Photo by C. Brubaker
Photo by C. Brubaker

Key Topics – Golovin
• Storm surge and flooding
• Shore erosion
• Sea ice conditions
• River water change.
• Snow change

Photo by Toby Anungazuk Jr.
Photo by M. Brubaker

Recommendations – Golovin
• Phase relocate vulnerable infrastructure.
• Relocate erosion-vulnerable grave sites.
• Stream quality monitoring re. community source water.
• Shore monitoring (regular surveys / time lapse, tide guages)
• Environmental observation network (LEO)

Photo by C. Brubaker

Key Topics – St. Michael
• Storm surge
• Infrastructure damage (water lines)
• Shore erosion
• Infrastructure loss (graves, homes)
• Ice and snow change

Photo by M. Brubaker

Recommendations – St. Michael
• Phase relocate vulnerable infrastructure.
• Move vulnerable graves / infrastructure
• Shore protection and monitoring
• Monitoring - surveys, time lapse, tide gauges.
• Environmental observation network (LEO)

Photo by A. Cheemuk

Key Topics – Stebbins
• Storm surge
• Flood damage
• Land contamination
• Food security
• Snow and ice change

Stebbins Alaska. Photo by M. Brubaker

Recommendations – Stebbins
• Phase relocation to higher ground
• Shore protection
• Shore monitoring - surveys, time lapse, tide gauges.
• Environmental observation network (LEO)

Photo by M. Brubaker

Key Topics – Shishmaref
• Storm surge
• Shore erosion, permafrost thaw.
• Infrastructure (dump, road, camps)
• Snow and ice change
• Subsistence security (access, health, harvest, drying)

Photo by M. Brubaker

Recommendation – Shishmaref
• Expand shore protection.
• Engineering plan for dump and sewage lagoon.
• Pilot in-home water systems for honey bucket phase out.
• Shore monitoring – time lapse, surveys, tide guages
• Environmental observation network (LEO)

Photo by M. Brubaker

Key Topics – Unalakleet
• Storm surge
• Shore erosion
• Infrastructure – water lines, buildings
• Snow and ice change
• Subsistence security (health, access, harvest)

Photo by M. Brubaker

Recommendations – Unalakleet
• Phased relocation
• shore protection, water source alternatives.
• Shore monitoring – time lapse, surveys.
• Environmental observation network (LEO)

Photo by V. Kotongan

Key Topics – Teller
• Storm surge
• Erosion and permafrost thaw
• Infrastructure loss (graves, transportation)
• Ice and snow change

Photo by M. Bubaker

Recommendations – Teller
• Phase relocation.
• Move threatened graves / infrastructure.
• Shore protection and monitoring.
• Monitoring - surveys, time lapse, tide gauges.
• Environmental observation network (LEO)

Photo by M. Brubaker

Objective 2 - Training to Improve Observation Capacity
a. Coordinate with the Western Alaska Landscape
Conservation Cooperative (WALCC) to identify
observational data.
b. Develop methods to link LEOs with WALCC partners
c. Provide training through webinars and conferences
d. Provide assistance to LEOs in posting observations

Golovin Beach sand. Photo by M. Brubaker

2a - There is a standing invitation for Refuge Information Technicians (RITs) to
enroll with and participate actively in LEO. Any RIT posts would be shared
WALCC staff to encourage technical assistance opportunities.
2b - In 2013 eighty-eight posts were made statewide. In 2014 this increased to
one hundred and seventeen. During the report period 59 posts were made just
by Bering Strait LEO members, the highest for any region statewide for this
measure. If posting observation is the measure, trainings and other activities in
the Bering Strait Region have been effective in the region. These posts are now
available on the Bering Strait Region LEO Map. All posts were shared with
members of the weekly Northern Climate Observer, including interested
WALCC grantees.
With observations relevant to WALCC science project, LEO Managers
connected local observers and WALCC researchers. Many also provided training
to the LEO Network via webinars including: Hajo Eicken, Nicole Kinsman, Ryan
Wilson, Vladimir Romanovsky, Darren Stewart, Nancy Fresco, and Gino
Graziano, among others.

Annual LEO Observations - Bering Strait Region
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2c - Training of LEOs has been performed at each focus community during
site visits. Training was also provide during participation in regional
environmental conferences held in Nome in 2012 and 2015. There are now
36 LEOs registered in the Bering Strait Region, representing 14 communities.
Time lapse cameras were installed in Shishmaref (4), Teller (1), Unalakleet
(1), St. Michael (1), and Golovin (1). Additional cameras were provided and
installed in Nome, Wales, and Shaktoolik. The camera locations and
information are available on the LEO Network website, on the Community
Camera Project map.

Unalakleet view of camera locations and camera content text box.

Michelle Snowball and Aida Cheemuk with time lapse camera they installed in St.
Michael.

Photo by M. Brubaker

You can see a time lapse video from St. Michael here on the LEO Community Camera
Project YouTube Channel. https://www.youtube.com/user/LEOalaskan

Photo courtesy of St. Michael IRA Council

2c - A total of 14 statewide LEO Webinars were hosted during the project period.
Presentations were made by representative from various universities, the Nature
Conservancy, the Alaska Department of Health, USFWS, National Forest Service,
USGS, Homeland Security, and SeaGrant among others. The webinars are archived
on the LEO website.
LEO outreach was performed at the Alaska Conference on Environmental
Management, the Alaska Forum on the Environment, the Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference in Nome, the Health Canada Tribal Climate Change
Conference in Whitehorse, and at more then a dozen other conferences and
workshops.

2d - The following slides provide a sample of LEO Observations posted during the
report period. All posts received technical assistance from ANTHC and partner
organizations.

One product was a book that documents some of the project findings. The intent is
to raise awareness and to encourage discussion about climate change planning and
adaptation. Copies will be distributed to all project partners in region.

Preliminary Results
• Evidence of climate change impacts have been recorded in every
community that has participated in the project.
• Site visits confirm impacts from erosion, flooding, seasonal change,
extreme weather and food security among other topics.
• Phased relocation to higher ground and on-going erosion protection is a
priority for low lying areas in coastal communities, such as Golovin, St.
Michael and Stebbins, Nome and Unalakleet.
• For interior communities like Council and White Mountain, river change
is an important issues including water conditions based on snow pack
and erosion. Forest change is another concerns with potential for
infestation and wildfires to increase.

Photo by M. Brubaker

Other products and outcomes:
• Four additional communities received site visits due in part to in-kind assistance
provided by partner organizations.
• Funding from EPA to do an engineering analysis of the dump and sewage lagoon in
Shishmaref.
• Application to do a feasibility study for in-home water and sewer in Shishmaref to
reduce infrastructure vulnerability to climate change.
• EPA STAR funding to perform baseline testing of community water for harmful algal
blooms and contaminants, and subsistence harvested food for harmful algae, zoonotic
disease and environmental contaminants.

Community waterline – St. Michael. Photo by M. Brubaker

THE TAKE HOME
National Weather Service records show an increase in average annual temperature.

• Permafrost thaw, erosion and sea ice change are increasing community vulnerability
to storm surge and flooding.
• Permafrost thaw is impacting critical infrastructure.
• Lack of adequate snow and ice has created a transportation failures interrupting travel
between communities and subsistence harvest areas.
• Floods, erosion and other threats sensitive to climate change, pose a risk to
infrastructure and to safety.
• The Army Corps of Engineers is planning for 3 or more feet of sea level rise by 2100.
• High costs will impede community-scale relocation efforts. Phased relocation is
however, much more affordable and practical.
• In addition to enhancing climate resilience, selection of new sites should consider the
opportunity of optimizing conditions for alternative energy infrastructure.
Golovin Beach

• Community plans should consider the challenges as well as emerging
opportunities for increasing resilience, efficiency, and sustainability.
• Community leaders are encouraged to integrate climate change projections into
their engineering designs for new infrastructure.
• Critical infrastructure including storage tanks, sewage lagoons, landfills, power
plants, air strips and clinics are located in areas highly vulnerable to flooding.
• Waste stream reduction is one approach for addressing the pollution threat
posed by landfills and sewage lagoons in the flood zone.
• Changes to lakes, rivers, tundra, forests, sea ice, ocean and wildlife were widely
discussed along with the many complex related impacts.
• Developing an active dialogue within local government is integral to the process
of planning and adaptation.
• Climate change is having a wide range of impacts on Bering Strait communities.
Some communities need immediate attention to prevent catastrophic losses to
infrastructure.
St. Michael Beach
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